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Overview 



Our goal is to create the virtual environment composed 
of a vast number of basic building blocks – grains  

Why? 

 Current methods used for real materials microstructure measurements and 
description, do not suffice to build the adequate virtual model usable for the 
very complex processes of material performance modeling. 

 Since in reality we can not measure the observed material in 3D, we use 
simplified methods for microstructure assessment (i.e. line intercept method 
…). 

 Such methods might prove sufficient for coarse material assessment, but 
they can not provide for the modeling purposes. 

 Failing in the microstructure description leads to useless models regarding 
the micro – macro properties. 



Random grain  - model’s fundamental building block  

 The main element of the proposed modelling is a grain. 

 Each grain is a unique, randomly shaped object. 



The random grain generation process 

1. Random generation of 
corner points 

The grain generation 
process uses the polar 
cordinate system 

 



The random grain generation process 

2. Finding the carrier lines 
for grain boundary  



3. Formation of the grain 
boundary  

The random grain generation process 



The line intercept method measures the length of a line 
crossing over a large number of grains and produces the 

grain size distribution 

How can the random line crossing over the grain’s 2D 
crossection represent it’s actual size? 

 



Single grain slicing produces different “size” distributions 

RADIAL SLICING 



PARALLEL SLICING 1st direction 

Single grain slicing produces different “size” distributions 



Single grain slicing produces different “size” distributions 

PARALLEL SLICING 2nd direction 



Single grain slicing produces different “size” distributions 

PARALLEL SLICING 3rd direction 



The intercept length of a random line  crossing (which the line 

itercept method actually is) of the particular grain can not represent 
it’s crossection area nor can it represent it’s volume  

Single grain slicing produces different “size” distributions 



Line intercept grain size distribution vs. actual grain size area 
distribution 

 Virtual grain generator produces the 2D crossection microstructure 

 

 The observed area is 1mm2  (up to 1.000.000 grains) 

 The line intercept length is app. 1 mm ( cca 1.000 grains) 
 



Line intercept grain size distribution vs. 
actual grain size area distribution 



Line intercept grain size distribution vs. 
actual grain size area distribution 



Line intercept grain size distribution vs. 
actual grain size area distribution 



Neural network for the grain shape definition 

 The so far introduced geometric approach requires many computations 

 Neural networks provide a compact way of grain shape definition 

 The grain shape adjustment is far more complicated in geometric 
representation 

 In geometric definition the basic grain shape can not be easily and 
plastically altered while with neural networks it is a simple process 

 In microstructure modelling grains must be tightly fit to one another 
which requres several operations including the constant monitoring of the 
neighbouring grains. In geometric representation it is a tedious task while 
NNs provide an elegant solution 

 Each grain is represented by the same number of parameters used by NN.   

Main reasons for the use of neural networks as the 
grain shape definition tool are: 



STEPS FROM “GEOMETRY” TO NEURAL NETWORKS 

Neural network for the grain shape definition 



Polar coordinate system 

Neural network for the grain shape definition 

STEPS FROM “GEOMETRY” TO NEURAL NETWORKS 



Neural network 

Neural network for the grain shape definition 

STEPS FROM “GEOMETRY” TO NEURAL NETWORKS 



Neural network for the grain shape definition 

STEPS FROM “GEOMETRY” TO NEURAL NETWORKS 



Neural network for the grain shape definition 

STEPS FROM “GEOMETRY” TO NEURAL NETWORKS 



Conclusions 

 Our goal is to create the virtual environment composed of a vast 
number of basic building blocks – grains  

 We are well aware that the microstructure of the material is the 
evolutionary process of the material 

 Currently we do not know the mechanisms that would satisfactorily 
describe the 3D properties of polycrystalline materials 

 We have proven that no correlation between the measured linear grain 
size distribution and 2D cross-section size distribution exists 



 The main building block of virtual microstructure is the random grain 

 The grain object has its own processes such as:  

 random generation of the grain,  

 volume calculation,  

 cross-section area,  

 determination whether the given point belongs to the grain surroundings 
or to the grain itself,  

 grain re-shaping procedures, 

 etc. 

 The virtual grain generation is only the first step in the process of 
building of the fully 3D polycrystalline material model 

Conclusions 



Thank you for your attention 


